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Here and there . . .
J S. Journal
IVo. 4
PLANNED for the Autumn but unfortunately and unavoidably postponed,
at present looks like just missing
Christmas but just making the New
Year—still, in time, we hope, for what
would in normal times be referred to
as the "Festive Season." Too late,
perhaps to wish you a Merry Christmas,
but not too late to wish all its readers
the VERY BEST WISHES FOR THE
NEW YEAR.

True

Story

Branch:—"We've had six tins of
Service marmalade returned by customers who Say they are black."
Sales Office :—" Well Miss, perhaps
they were intended for Black Troops."
Branch:—"Well, it doesn't say so
on the tin."
*
Owing to enforcement officer attentions, " spivs " have now been forced
to whisper their (black market) prices
to would-be customers and we wonder
if this will lead to their becoming
known as " Whispering barrow-tones."

We are asked to deny the rumour
that the L.P.T.B. has decided to end
the evident enjoyment of No. 76 bus
queuers by running a two-minute
service.
*
On investigating the cause of a sbngand-dance act in one office recently,
we found it was due to the fact that a
typist had misconstrued the last word
of the sentence-*-" in presenting this
review " as " revue "—whoopee !
We understand that the recent cold
snap is likely to rectify the omission of
members of the Staff Council who, at
their last session, forgot to mention
draughts. The canteen, of course,
received the usual attention.
Book lovers of San Diego, Calif.,
evidently are not choosy about what
they use as book markers. The Public
Librarian recently found a. slice of
bacon neatly placed between the pages
of a returned book.
Hardly a suitable method,we think, for

this country—a whole fortnight's ration
would be practically unnoticeable.

A point for introduction. The following
report from the laboratory on a doubtful
sample of army biscuits caused some
amusement, although we hesitated to
include it in the Bulletin as we felt it
might be a somewhat difficult task to
convince the would-be purchaser that
the offending " Than. Buq. Lef" was,
in reality, a good thing.

R'

" R E S U L T OF ANALYSIS.
of a sample of Army Biscuits Ex
Bombay Dalmia Jain, sent by Grocery
Office. Received 2.9.47.
The beetles in these biscuits are one
species of the Cleridae (possibly Thanerocierus buqueti Lef).
They are not food spoilers and are
associated with foods because of their
predatory habits on other insects. To
this extent they are beneficial though
psychologically undesirable." (!)

'M

A Seasonable flashback.—Do you know what branch—and when ? See page 31.
2
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Workers
PEaytime

9

By H. R.

To the Blackfriars Staff the Canteen—and its rota—need
no introduction; branch folk, however, may like an insight
into our " Workers'1 Playtime."

MY lunchtime this week, by virtue of
H. Tallemache's now famous " circular rota," starts at 1.50 and, feeling
somewhat hollow and stamping my feet
to keep the circulation going, I stand
shivering in the queue, piercing the
sepulchral gloom, deciding whether to
become even colder, by a lunch at the
cold counter, which will probably give
me an extra ten minutes to get my
shopping, or to forfeit my evening meal
(a quick rush to the " C u t " takes at
least fifteen minutes) and have a hot
meal now. I decide on the hot meal.
Meanwhile the queue passes slowly on
its way.
I hear a cynic at my rear, glancing
at the menu, murmur to a friend,
" Damn, chicken again," and from my
vantage point facing the cash desk I
watch Muriel who, with a ready smile,
quickly arid miraculously despatches
her customers to their destinations.

Grumblings, about people who do not
take their dirty dishes back to the
hatch, reach me and I find myself
before a mountain of trays, from which
I extract one and pass on to take
cutlery from the receptacle which always
seems so singularly devoid of cutlery
when I reach it. For some reason or
other we all cunningly try two or three
knives before making a final selection,
which is, of course, exactly like the
first one we picked up.
I resign myself, owing to my lowly
station on this week's lunch priority
list, to cold meat on a hot plate, potatoes
(one scoop or two) and greens, and yes—
the inevitable "slab" in a sea of custard,
and think longingly of the choice that
will be available for me next when I
head the list and get down at 1.10—
always provided that I'm not doing,
something at that time which prevents
my prompt attendance. Something
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and back we are once more to the cold
meat. Having grmed myself with
tray, knife, forks <2), spoon and a glass
of water, l carry my cargo to where
butter, cheese and bread are arranged.
I pass these longingly, and move to the
hot counter. Not much choice to-day
—vegetable pie or spaghetti cheese for
a change. I decide on spaghetti cheese,
chiding myself for having passed the
bread and butter without helping
myself.
Next are the vegetable ladies. Do I
want greens or carrots ? I watch with
admiration the lady of the mashed
potatoes, who, with ice-cream scoop
poised, dips into the mashed potato
dish, levels the top neatly and whisks
it on to plates which shoot along the
counter as per pints of beer on a bar
top in one of those Western's. I secretly
hope that one day the plate will slip
too far and the scoopful of potatoes will
flatten itself on the hot plate just behind
the plate as it shoots by—unfortunately
this never happens, so 1 give over to wondering if this lady goes home scooping
the air with an imaginary scoop and
goes through the motions of dropping
pats of potato on to waiting plates in
her sleep.
I find that my lunchtime is composed
of dodging people who have been unable
to contact me in the office and insist
on putting all their problems to me. I
try to be polite, but it is very difficult,
especially when I have one eye on the
clock wondering if I shall be able to
get across to 13/15 after all to see if
there is anything interesting in stock.
I have noticed, without exception, that
the only time there is anything unusual
there, I am not, or, if I am, I have either
already spent my Points or my monthly
cheque is due in a few days.
Having spent at least 10 minutes in
the queue, 20 more explaining points
to people who seem to think that I
personally am responsible for all the
Government's alleged misdeeds generaally and rationing in particular, I

decide that perh^ps,# coffee,will,revive
me.
. .
..,;..;'•..
A visit to the beverage counter for
coffee is doomed to disappointment. I
am told that if I know anything about
rationing I should know that milk is
very short and, thinking of my milkless
porridge for breakfast and my cup of
black tea, I bow my head meekly to the
onslaught and weakly ask " May I have
a cup of tea, please ? " This brings forth
the query " With or without ? "—I
brighten perceptibly—can she mean
" With a tot of something " ?—No, I
have been initiated into this mystery and
reply " With." I am sorry it's not a
coffee day as I do so love a saucer with
my cup, realising, however, that the
profit on a penny cup of tea cannot
possibly cover the cost of washing a
saucer. A horrible thought has just
occurred to me—a similar state of affairs
used to exist in our Naafi—the reason
in this case was, of course, to differentiate
between the beverages served. . . .
Having sipped my cup afterwards I
realise that the beverage lady must have
thought I said " Without."
I decide to rush over to the shop
which so conveniently caters for us
poor workers and, with anguish, remember that my J.S. card is in the
office and look longingly at the piles
of sausages displayed.
1 watch the shoppers with arms full
of salad cream, evaporated milk,
biscuits and silver balls for decorating
mythical Christmas cakes and in a
quick rush to the grocery counter I
timidly inquire further and am told
" We had them a few minutes ago,
sorry—they've all gone now."
I return sadly to the office ; in the
lift I meet three people who tell me they
were getting dissatisfied with the canteen and decided to go out for lunch.
After queueing half an hour in the
biting cold they were served with a
meagre lunch and feel " starving." We
all heave a sigh of sympathy and then
in a chorus say " Thank God for the
canteen."

STAFF
ASSOCIATION
Recent

Outstanding

THE weekly editions of the Association
News provide the members with an
up-to-date record of the activities of the
Association. The fact that we are able
to find so much material each week is
an indication that the Association is
really alive, our only regret being our
inability to make a much wider distribution of the News.
As expense, plus the shortage of
paper, prevents a circulation on the
pre-war basis, we do ask that all
branches put their copy in the Dining
Room and that any member of the
Depot Staff who receives a copy should
pass it on.
Reviewing the progress during the
past eight months, one could be tempted
to be satisfied with results ; good
attendances at all meetings of the
various groups and the Management
Meetings of the Association ; a very
successful Cricket season at Dulwich,
and a Tennis season which could have
been a great deal better ; the weather
was right, everything was available
except the players ! True, we had our
moments, but on the whole the younger
people did not seem to have the energy
for a strenuous hour on the courts.
6

Events

Perhaps the weather was too good !—
perhaps a sign of the times ! Do young
people to-day want to be amused
rather than provide their own amusement as the previous generation did ?
We realise this question may raise a
howl from the young people, but if it
results in more attendance on the courts
and a greater desire to participate in
strenuous games, we shall have won our
point.
The Bowls Section made a very good
show throughout the season, attracted
new members and appear to be all set
for a successful season in 1948.
Full marks must be awarded to the
Dramatic Group for their excellent
performance at Toynbee Hall and later
at the Park Theatre, Hanwell. The
shows presented by this Group deserved
much greater support from the Association members.
The Music Group have given a few
excellent small shows and a first-class
public performance of " Merrie England" at the Chapter House, Southwark.
The presentation ofthis Concert Version
by the Choir and Orchestra was so good
that arrangements have been made for
(Continued on following page)

Discussion
Group

The Discussion Group have had
many successful meetings—the Mock
Trial was one of the biggest hits.
Mr. Cody—Stev. A. Dore—of the
Sales Office, seen below, swearing on the
Rationing Guide (contrary to his usual
practice of swearing about it) is extremely fortunate not to be serving the
first few months of a pretty stiff sentence. The barrage of evidence fired off
by the prosecuting counsel, Mrs. Helena
Roberts, would have sunk far more
convincing fabricators than friend Steve,
and had it not been for his astute counsel, combined with that very pro-male
foreman of the jury in the shape of Mr.
Salisbury, the defendant would have
been housed in a far less fragile container than he is at the moment.
Other events included a discussion
on the Colour Bar held on Thursday

evening, December 4th. About twenty
people met in Room 60 to hear
Miss Edith Ramsey, O.B.E., an
expert on the colour question, speak
on this controversial subject. She was
accompanied by Mrs. Kathleen Wrsama,
a coloured woman, who kept the
audience enthralled with the clear,
concise and very fair exposition she
gave on this grave problem.
The Discussion Group have one
regret—that more people did not come
along to hear the talks. Those who did,
spent a very profitable evening.

Recent Outstanding

Events—

(continued.)
another performance on January 20th
at the Assembly Rooms, Surbiton. This
Group have set themselves a very high
standard, and have made remarkable
progress under their Conductor, Mr.
Eric Griffiths.
Under the energetic leadership of Mr.
R. A. G. Lee, the Rifle, Chess and
Horticultural Groups are doing good
foundation work, the Rifle Group
having equipped five Sections during the
first year.
The Discussion Group have a very
good programme arranged for the
winter and have already provided some
excellent evenings in Room 60. They
deserve much greater support than they
have had so far.
W. C. G.

tirtimuWe
Group
THOSE people—I freely admit I was
one—who purchased a ticket for the
Dramatic Group's show at Toynbee
Hall with a faintly patronizing air
received a shock when the curtain went
up on the first act of the performance.

Music

Group

T h e Choral Society
U N D E R the professional conductorship
•of J- E. H. Griffiths, the Choral Society
recently presented a concert version of
Edward German's " Merrie England "
at the Southwark Cathedral Chapter
House. It was an exceptionally good
evening, not in the least marred by the
fact that the night selected happened to
coincide with Mr. Dalton's last budget
speech.
We are all looking forward to their
next concert.

Orchestral
So far we have not been able to make
Up even a small complete "J.S." orchestra. We want to make our shows "all
pur own w o r k " , so. if you are an
instrumentalist we earnestly invite you
to join the few we have who are only
waiting for you to complete an ensemble. Importing players is an expense which curtails the group's activities in other directions.

Cirain Concerts
These are to be a regular feature at
Blackfriars and we hope we shall be
invited to bring our equipment to some
of the branch sections. All we ask is
a suitable hall and an audience.
These concerts are for your entertainment, so please let us know what you
would like to hear. Send us your specimen programme and we'll do our best.
H. A.

8

To say that the show reached professional standards is quite an understatement of fact—I am sure the majority of those present must have seen
many professional shows that they
enjoyed less. The whole affair had a
smooth, polished air—the usual amateur
rough edges were quite absent and
testified to the time spent and hard
work given to rehearsals.
It would be invidious to select any
particular player for special mention;
suffice to say that everybody on and off
stage must have worked incredibly hard
to produce such a fine show. In having
done so, however, they have the satisfaction not only of knowing that they
gave a hundred per cent, value for
money, but also that the stock of the
Staff Association in general, and of the
Dramatic Group in particular, has been
raised, by their enthusiasm and hard
work, by several points.
J. W.

Two scenes
from
" Indoor
Fireworks "
by the
Dramatic
Group
at
Toynbee Hall

(above)
Act I
(below)
Act III

The ambition of the Group is to
have sufficient members both acting and
non-acting, to enable them to put on
more frequent shows. To do this they
must increase their membership to at
least 60 acting personnel. If you are
interested, then contact any of the
Dramatic Group—they will be only too
glad to help—in fact, they will welcome
you with open arms.
Lots of people are also needed behind
the scenes, so even if you are tonguetied in front of an audience don't let
that discourage you, your help is still
wanted. Classes in make-up, stage
management, scenery design, production, and all other subjects that go
hand-in-glove with the actual acting
side can be arranged. Many present
members are beginners who came to
play-readings out of curiosity, found
themselves more and more interested
and are now enthusiastic actors and
actresses. Don't wait for Carroll Levis
to discover you—he may never realise
your possibilities—come to the Drama
Group and see your name in lights—
even if it's only a 15-watt lamp.
Seriously, though, the amount of
enjoyment to be obtained from membership of a Dramatic Society is quite
remarkable. Some just come for the
company, some for a good laugh, some
because they like helping others, and
some because they really enjoy acting.
The anxiety of the first night—do I
know my lines ?—I wish my knees
didn't feel so wobbly—and then the
wonderful feeling when you know that
everything is going well, and the butterfly in the pit of your stomach doesn't
exist any more. These things can't be
described they can only be experienced—
why not come and try it ?
Contact A. Kettley (Credit Control)
or Miss B. Johnson (Mr. R. J.'s Office)
for further particulars.
A. K.
io

We now have three sub-units operating, at Walthamstow, Brighton, and
Barnet, with Harrow, Luton, Barking
and Sutton as possibles in the near
future. The Committee are having
great difficulty in obtaining supplies of
equipment, but feel confident they will
be able to complete all reasonable
requests by early in the New Year.
It is very gratifying to see how
popular this fascinating sport is becoming and we look forward to the time
when we have a J.S. League running.
The parent club—" Secoy "—are slowly
but surely forging ahead and particular
mention should be made of the excellent
team that the Kitchens (Q Section) are
training. Very soon they will blossom
forth and start challenging.
We must all look to our laurels and
make a New Year resolution to put
at least 2 points on our December
average. We want to see some more
" possibles " in 1948. Do you realise
that so far only three members have
managed it? That definitely is not
good enough.
Wishing you all,
past, present and potential members,
good shooting with some more 99's
and 100's during 1948.
R. A. G. L.

We hope they will be the forerunners
of many "over the garden wall" chats.
All members of the S.S.A. are very
welcome to come along to " swop "
knowledge.
The Group Committee are now busy/
making arrangements for the Summer
Show on July 10th next. Don't forget
this date—now is the time to make
your planting preparations.

Frown the
Horticulture
Group
SINCE the first issue of J.S. JournalI
this new group has been born and has.
now been duly affiliated to the Royal1
Horticultural Society with its various;
privileges, and to the Rose and Sweett
Pea Societies.
As you all know, we held our firstt5
show in August and from the reports
received to date we believe everyone,>
including our expert judges, was very'
pleased. So really if they are, we shouldI
be ! However, we have gained much1
experience and our proposed two showsJ
in 1948 will be better. Naturally, to>
achieve success we must have all of yourr
support and trust to see many new'
entrants in 1948. We regret that none5
of the photographs taken at the show'
is sufficiently good to reproduce5
here.
Although not particularly well attended, the first "Gardening Talk" took
place recently with an informal opening)
by the Group's Secretary on the subjectj
of Bulbs. Although, as we say, this was
not well attended, it was interesting andI
profitable, and we are hopeful that
there will be a better attendance at
future discussions.

Padre

" Dear Friends,
On visiting the House of Commons
some time ago, I was intrigued to find
that ' His Majesty's Government' and
' His Majesty's Opposition ' sit facing
each other and not, as in many continental parliaments, in a semi-circle
facing the chairman of the assembly. In
our House the main party division is
clear, you know at once where you are.
If you want to change your mind you
must cross the floor of the House
openly, you can't slide imperceptibly
round from Right to Left; it must be a
clear-cut decision, and a costly one to
make, I imagine.
Now changing one's opinion is not a
crime, and need not be a sign of weakness of character. For if, after examining
another point of view, you feel bound to
shed some cherished belief or prejudice,
there is no shame in that, and certainly
no honest alternative.
May I invite anyone who has not
yet declared himself, or herself, a
Christian, to ' Cross the floor of the
House' and join the Church Group
which meets at 5.35 p.m. on the first
Wednesday* in the month in Room 60.
For further information as to what
takes place at these meetings ring
WAT. 4707, or better still, come to one
and see.
Your sincere friend,
ALLAN WEAVER."
*The meeting for January will be
on the 2nd Wednesday, the 14th.
II
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The Shop

and its

Equipment

by F . W. S A L I S B U R Y
WITHOUT doubt, a most interesting
volume could be written on the history
of the retail shop. This is evident if we
pause to recall that there were buildings
planned as shops in ancient Pompeii and
the shop's counterpart in the bazaars
of oriental lands probably dates back
equally as far. In our country in the
Middle Ages, the craftsman made or
assembled his wares with the aid of his
family in the rooms he occupied above
his shop which in those days, in the
case of cities, was usually located in
the vicinity of the cathedral, the focal
point of the civic development. Much
of the food marketed then no doubt
changed hands in the open market-place.
• Our immediate concern, however, is
the development of the J.S. branch.
How often has one heard the remark,
" You can always recognise a Sainsbury
shop—they are all alike ! " To those
of us concerned with the building and
equipment of the branches, almost every
one is distinguishable from its fellows
by some detail or other. Two alike
there may be, for there are various sets
X2

of" twins " among them, e.g. Stockwell
and Holloway Road, Greenford and
St. Helier, Morden and Gerrards Cross,
3, Golders Green Road and Woodford,
Western Road, Brighton, and Terminus
Road, Eastbourne, each pair built
contemporaneously on identical plans
and similarly equipped ; but generally
speaking, the character of the J.S.
shop has been in a state of constant evolution. For years past, practically every
branch opening introduced some modification ; a change of wall tiling, the
elimination of a dust ledge from the
office screen, coved tiling to counter
fronts, reduced depths of ceiling beams,
lower window risers—one could go on
indefinitely but the fact that the casual
observer detects no difference between
Stockwell and Holloway Road branches
(where the inscribed keystones tell of a
fifty-years life) and other branches
opened just prior to the 1914/18 war, is
a most striking tribute to the far-sighted-"
ness of those who planned the early
shops. Our Founder and Mr. John
were accused of extravagance in those

far-off days ; the use of granite, marble,
teak, glazed and mosaic til^s j % jsJacp spf*
painted or varnished surfaces and of
the softwoods or other organic materials
previously employed, was unheard of
and in the minds of many, such expenditure spelt bankruptcy. The joinery
work of shop-front and office screen
was entrusted to one Dermott, the
forerunner of our Works Department,
who plied his tools in a railway arch
near the site of Union Street cold
stores. The architect's influence on the
shop finishings is not in evidence until
a later stage of the firm's development;
nevertheless, in most branches sufficient
of the classic was embodied to ensure
that the premises did not readily date.
The lay-out of the branch, of course,
is governed in the first instance by the
physical boundaries of the site and
where the area is limited, recourse has
been made to basements. The basement
as the forerunner of refrigeration was at
one time virtually indispensable to a
food-shop. Whilst paying due regard to

the limitations imposed by the size of
the,site, the following have for long
been important factors: accessible
goods entrance with the van discharging
as near as possible to the warehouse
door, the handling of goods from the
van through the various stages of preparation on to the counter with the
minimum of physical effort; the simplification of counter lay-out so as to
admit of the rapid adjustment of counter
space as between departments, seasonally or even for different periods of the
day ; a standard of shelving and counters such as to permit the addition of
new departments and the elimination of
features which might tend to harbour
vermin.
Many of us can recall the days when
there were no grocery departments and
when a full range of fresh meat was
stocked at only four shops. Our range
of " provisions " included English pork
and New Zealand lamb, but under the
rationing scheme of the 1914-18 war it
was no longer possible to confine our

The Poultry and Egg trade will nave to remain under cover when supplies are plentiful
again . . . " This was the "front " at Wood Green between the two wars.
n

sales of meat to those two commodities
and this marked the commencement of
ihe general introduction of fresh meat
departments. Grocery departments began to appear about 1920, before which
date tea, coffee, cocoa, preserves and
canned fruits had been stocked in the
dairy department. We have now reached
the stage where the number of branches
stocking neither groceries nor meat is
quite small and the effect of this upon
the quantity and character of the
equipment of the branches is obvious.
Grocery fittings and stock-rooms, meat
refrigerators, blocks, brine tanks and
mincers, have made big additions to
the list.
It is probably true to say that the
policy of selling meat from behind
the counter was something of a novelty
until some twenty years or so ago, prior
to which it was the practice for customers to gather round the butcher whilst
he performed on the block, their eyes
blinking in unison every time the chopper fell and the bone splinters flew.
The customers' clothes were exposed to
blood and fat and the butcher's movements were hampered. The development of the cutting-room and the use of
a counter which served two purposes in
displaying goods and at the same time
protecting customers' clothing, has
followed the general lines of the firm's
retailing policy by which preparations
for sale were carried out to an ever
increasing degree in the warehouse or
service-room, the advantages of this
being too obvious to need enumeration.
Refrigeration has, of course, exercised
considerable influence over the retailing
of perishable foods and without question
this influence will be extended in the
future. Within the memory of many
still on the payroll, there were only half
a dozen or so branches equipped with
mechanical refrigeration, the remainder
relying upon the cooling properties of
ice usually delivered by Italian carmen.
As equipment has been renewed at
intervals in our endeavours to keep
abreast of latest developments and to

H

enjoy the benefits of them, we have used
such insulating media as sawdust, slag
wool, granulated and slab cork, whilst
the few deep-freeze cabinets already
installed at a few branches rely upon
plastic material. The interior finishings
have varied between match-boarding,
plaster, bakelite and asbestos.
From the foregoing, some idea may
be obtained as to the number of branch
cold store renewals carried out in the
last thirty to forty years.
Much the same story applies to shop
lighting. The end of the 1914-18 war
found us still with gas-lit shops at
Tunbridge Wells and Woodford, and
on many of the " market " shop fronts
to-day there remain signs of the fittings
which carried gas jets for the window
and forecourt trading. The first electric
illumination consisted of a row of naked
40-watt bulbs on flexes suspended over
each counter. This was succeeded by
one row of lanterns down the centre of
the shop, each of greater power but
much more widely spaced. The next
improvement was the substitution of the
single row by a double row of lanterns,
and we then came to the present fitting
with its very clean exterior and its thousands of interior prisms which give a
very evenly diffused light without the
patchy effect yielded by its predecessors.
When the war ended there was every
hope that by the end of 1947 a good
deal of progress would be made with
the re-equipping of branches in pursuance of the policy which the firm has
followed over so many years, the policy
of constant endeavour to keep abreast
and if possible ahead of the times.
Much thought has been given to what
can be done in this direction, but with
such uncertainty as to which raw
materials may be available it is indeed
difficult to make any definite plans. At
many branches quite a big proportion
of the business prior to 1939 was conducted in front of the shop, although
this type of trading was steadily decreasing. The poultry and egg trade,
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A Sainsbury-planned development—selected traders forming a complete market.
which were principally involved, will
have to remain under cover when
supplies are plentiful again and this
must have a decided bearing on future
shop planning. It will be more than
ever essential to eliminate unnecessary
physical effort in the handling of goods
and although the application of
mechanical conveyors to the retail
trade must have limitations, this aspect
will need careful study. It has been
impossible for several years to renew
any of the worn mosaic floors ; the
wall tiling of many shops has had its
life ; there are still a number of office
screens and shop-fronts which in our
view are obsolete. Until it is possible
to get permission to carry out the
necessary work, and to know what form
the materials will take, we cannot give
any indication of the features likely to
be introduced in the new or re-modelled

Sainsbury shop of a few years hence.
There may be no teak from Burma for
the joinery work ; there may be no
mosaic tiles for the floor (attractive in
appearance though these may be when
well maintained, they are not the
perfect flooring material); there may or
may not be Staffordshire glazed tiles
for the walls ; on the other hand, a
new and improved material may emerge
to supersede them ; there may be no
imports of marble from Italy or of
granite from Norway; fluorescent
lighting may prove to have advantages
over our present system. Undoubtedly,
there will be modifications in many of
the smaller items of equipment. Reluctantly but unavoidably, we are afraid
we must leave the subject just at the
point where we should really begin, the
most interesting point of all, looking
into the future !
IS

A selection of photographs taken of visits
during- the recent Induction Course
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Examining samples of Tea about to be blended for J.S.

18

Tea being packed and despatched to Stamford House.

19

The trainees.On the roof at Stamford House at the conclusion of the course.

September
1st, 1049,
was an important date in the training
section of the Staff Department. It was the opening day of the
first large post-war Trainees Induction Course. No less than 103
juniors began their two weeks' course at Blackfriars. The great
majority of them are in training as branch staff, but juniors recruited
for Head Office and for the various maintenance sections at the
Depot were also included. One important object of these Induction
Courses is to give all young people joining the business the opportunity of getting to know each other.
I had the privilege of seeing this large gathering of young people
on their first day at Blackfriars, and I was very impressed, not only
by fee numbers but also by the keenness of the young people
themselves. I do send out an urgent request to the older staff, with
whom these young people are working, to do all in their power to
help them in feeling at home and in settling down to their new job.
The branch boys in particular are living away from home for the
first time and will undoubtedly appreciate ajqt encouragement and
friendliness that you may offer.

Nightmare of the trainee who studied the Rationing Guide for the first time.
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Friends for the
All "grown-up" people will understand a hostess's difficulty in providing
a buffet for an evening party. Sandwiches always played a prominent part
on the menu ; now we have difficulty
in 'making these with our small fat
ration. Our Housekeeping Dept. have
provided a few recipes for fillings that
do not need a layer of butter.
Cut the crusts from a white and brown loaf.
Cut in slices lengthwise.
Spread with different fillings (as given below)
Lay a white slice on top of a brown one.
Cut across once for gang-planks.
Check-boards need gang-planks laid side
by side in alternate strips of brown and
white, and cut again as illustrated.

Fillings may be " let down " with a
little white sauce or mayonnaise.

Fittings
Liver sausage.
Cheese, grated or creamed.
Shrimps.
Cooked flaked kipper (without any bones,
please !).
Fried mushrooms.
Scrambled dried egg.
Tomatoes, skinned and pulped.
Bovril, or Marmite.
Chopped gherkin.
Any scraps of the Christmas bird.
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Evening

A good centre-piece for the Buffet'
can be made by taking the crusts from
a sandwich loaf, cutting lengthwise into
four slices, which can be built up with
slices of bread and filling such as any
of the above with the addition of
chopped celery or chopped olives,
pimentos or nuts. Parsley and lemon
juice can give added flavour. When the
loaf is prepared, place in a bed of lettuce,
press the bread well together, chill if
you have a refrigerator. Cover as if
using an icing with mayonnaise or
cream cheese. Decorate with chopped
gherkins or radishes prepared as flowers.
Olives, with their red stuffing, make a
cheerful splash of colour. Cut in slices
to serve.
To save the washing-up, as many
kinds of food as possible should be
served on cocktail sticks or matches.
Here are a few suggestions :—
J.S. pie cut in cubes with a piece of
tomato and apple speared on top.
A base of toast and marmite with
cheese and tomato.
A cooked sausage (sliced) with beetroot and a tinned pea.
Olives, plain or stuffed, look attractive
on sticks.

-

^

CHILDREN'S P A R T Y
CHILDREN cannot be expected to
understand the economic crisis. They are
only young once and should not be
denied the chance of a party if mother is
clever enough to manage it on the ration.
Milk will be a difficulty ; fortunately

children prefer Orange or Lemonade.
Bridge rolls cut out the old-fashioned
bread and butter and look decorative
served open. The fat goes further if
beaten with the filling.

Harlequin

Chocolate

Cake

RECIPE.
1 teacup self-raising flour.
1 teacup sugar.
1 teacup dried egg.
1 teacup milk.
1 teaspoon baking powder.
METHOD.
Sieve the dry ingredients together.
Mix with milk.
Beat until smooth.
Divide into three basins.
Colour the mixture in one basin pink, add
cocoa to another basin and leave the mixture
in the third basin plain.
Bake in three 5-inch sandwich tins in a
moderately hot oven for 20 minutes.

Bridge

Rolls

FILLINGS.
Dried egg scrambled with tomato.
Cooked haddock in white sauce.
Meat paste and margarine creamed
gether.
Mock cream with jam.

Kisses

Melt some of your chocolate ration in a
saucepan.
Add some puffed wheat or wheat flakes.
Stir together until the flakes are coated.
Put out on to a clean plate to cool.

Green

"Mushrooms"

Jelly

Make a quart of jelly, as follows : —
Flavour a quart of water with lime juice.
Dissolve 1 oz. of gelatine in half a cup of hot
water. Add this to the quart of water. Stir.
Colour with green colouring. Pour into a
glass dish.
For the " Mushrooms."
Take one white of egg, add a pinch of salt.
Whisk until stiff.
Add 1 oz. of sugar, whisk for a second.
Add another 1 oz. of sugar.
Stir in lightly.
With a tablespoon put on to a piece of
greased paper and bake in a very slow oven
for about three-quarters of an hour or until
firm.
These "mushrooms" may be put flat or stood
up on pieces of cut bananas, on our green
jelly.
This is always popular with the children.
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A bout
Books
Books,"

J.S.

Journal,

Stamford

it, is intended to use this column to bring
t* the notice of our readers
popularlypriced books which we consider would have
a general appeal but which, at the same
time, have some literary value. If you have
any problems about books or authors, write
to us and we will do our best to answer
them.
Address your enquiries .-—"About
House,
S.EA.

SINCE our first article in the last issue
of J.S. Journal, there have been considerable publications of low-priced
books which are well worth reading.
Dealing first with authors of longestablished reputation, we recommend
a number of recent reprints of the works
of G. K. Chesterton—The Napoleon of
Netting Hill (Penguin No. 550, 1/-);
The Club of Queer Trades (Penguin No.
581, 1/-) and Manalive (Penguin No.
587, 1/-). Each of these books has its
share of the paradox and fantasy that
we look for in Chesterton. Next we
would mention a new edition of The
Green Overcoat by Hilaire Belloc,
Chesterton's old friend and literary
partner (Penguin No. 579, 1/-). The
late Rudyard Kipling is represented by
an excellent collection of tales—Ten
Stories (Pan Books No. 1, 1/6). Incidentally, Pan Books are a new series,
extremely well printed and produced,
offering mainly reprints of accepted
writers. In the same series have appeared
Three Time-Plays by J. B. Priestley (Pan
Books No. 7, 1/6) ; Lost Horizon by
James Hilton (Pan Books No. 2, 1/6)
and The Thirty-Nine Steps by John
Buchan (Pan Books No. 11, 1/6). A
number of other titles are promised in
this series and we will keep our readers
informed about them.
Turning next to books on crime and
detection, we would recommend Policeman's Lot by Henry Wade (Penguin No.
597, 1 /-) ; Ten Little Niggers by Agatha
Christie (Pan Books No. 4, 1/6). Other
recent publications are Murder in the
Basement by Anthony Berkeley (Penguin
•>..*•

No. 591, 1/-) and The Longer Bodies by
Gladys Mitchell (Penguin No. 604,1/-).
Since our previous issue, there have
been two further additions to the Hour
Glass Library of short stories ; both
have the general title of Selected Stories
and are published at 2/6 each. The
authors are Stephen Vincent-Benet and
Gerald Bullett. A novel by the latter
has recently appeared in another series
of cheap editions—The Bending Sickle
(Guild Books No! 225, 1/-). Guild
Books represent the combined efforts of
a number of well-known publishers and
already some excellent material has
appeared. Amongst others, we would
refer our readers to a biography of that
amazing man Conan Doyle by Hesketh
Pearson (Guild Books No. 224, 1/-)
and to It Had to Happen by Louis
Golding (Guild Books No. 246, 1/-),
which was originally published in England under the title of Better than Life.
Finally, for those who prefer the
magazine type of publication, we would
recommend Penguin New Writing, which
appears approximately four times a
year and of which Nos. 30 and 31 have
recently been published at 1/- each.
Penguin also announce resumption of
issue of Penguin Parade, which will
appear at about the same intervals and
No. 1 (2nd Series) of which is already
published.
There are many keen gardeners
amongst the J.S. staff and we should
like to bring to their notice a number of
Penguin Handbooks, all extremely
good, each of which is published at 1 /-.
H. W. C.

M*er$onnei
b terns
Your Queries
Answered by

lVeu> Schedule
Hours—Branch

of
Staff

In the last issue of the J.S. Journal, I
dealt with what was then the new
Schedule of Hours for Branch Staff.
Now changes in the retail food trades
Joint Industrial Council have compelled
the firm to amend the Scheme once
more.

Under the new conditions, which
became effective from the 20th October,
1947, employees aged 18 and over
(other than Managers, First Butchers
and Assistant Managers) work to a
weekly 46-hour schedule with provision
for the addition of 20 minutes daily,
free from overtime, for the purpose of
Education
In the last issue of the J.S. Journal, I clearing up. This 20 minutes clearing i
referred to the willingness of the up time may not be carried forward
training section of the Staff Department from day to day and in this respect the
to give advice on vocational or "hobby" new Scheme is rather more favourable
studies : I have now been asked to to the staff than the previous one.
draw special attention to the facilities
It is important to remember that the
offered by Toynbee Hall for training in daily schedule plus 20 minutes does not
cultural and recreational subjects. I represent the maximum time which
have before me a copy of the syllabus may be worked on any one day but
for the 1947-48 session, which includes merely the amount of time which may
foreign languages, social studies, draw- be worked without qualifying for overing and painting, music, drama, dancing time payments. Of course the firm
and ballet, home nursing and physical does not encourage the working of1
training. I have had a chat with the overtime, but there will be occasions*
Warden of the Settlement and, amongst particularly around Christmas time,
other things, he pointed out to me that when extra work will be necessary. In
the work at Toynbee Hall is not just such cases any period worked over and
instruction as we all understood it at above the 20 minutes outside the
school. " It is not a question of just schedule, will be paid for as overtime
listening to lectures, but of doing at time and a quarter rate.
something with mind and body."
The classes at Toynbee Hall are open
"A Normal Schedule Without Overto all, irrespective of the place of time Payment" is printed at the head of;
residence, and there should be a special the Notice introducing the new conappeal to those working at Blackfriars ditions. • Wherever possible Managers
and at the East London and North and Superintendents will apply this
London branches. Fees are as low as normal schedule to staff aged 18 and
2/- per term, transport facilities are over but it will be necessary to arrange
excellent and there is a very good can- special schedules covering the basic
teen on the premises.
46-hours for a considerable number of
Further details of the Toynbee Hall people, including butchers, roundsmen,'
classes may be obtained from the Staff despatchers, warehousemen and somei
provisions staff. Any schedule differing'
Department.

"TMUBUNUS"
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P E R S O N N E L
from the normal will be clearly set out
in the time-book.
Staff under 18 years of age will continue to work to a 44-hour schedule
which, in most cases, will include the
time spenl at Day Continuation Classes.
The impression I have is that the
new schedule of hours is welcomed by
the staff as a whole. I should be pleased
to receive any comments the staff may
have about it and where they are considered useful to pass them on to the
appropriate quarter.

Appointments
We are pleased to record the following
appointments :—A. S. Trask, of the
Sales Office, and C. W. Grindley, manager of Catford Hill Branch, have been
appointed Assistant Grocery Buyers.
Leading Salesman R. J. Williams,
of Byfleet, has been transferred to the
Bacon Department at Union Street, to
gain experience under Mr. Edwards.
F. Hardwick is now Manager of the
Wages Office.
C. Darby is now Manager of the
Depot Stock Office.
S. G. Chapman, late Manager of the
Wages Office, is now Manager of the
Branch Stock Office.
H. J. Ingram, late Chief Accountant's
Office, now manages the Mechanised
Department.
mm

v •

Hettrements

>

SINCE our last issue the following have been
added to the list of those who have commenced their retirement and we should like
to take this opportunity of conveying to the"m
our best wishes for their continued Good
Health and Prosperity.
C. E. V. Atkins.—Commenced a wellearned retirement at the end of October after
42 years' service. Was one of the original
members of the Retail Sales Office (now called
Branch Stock Office) and had been manager
of that department continuously since 1915.
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W. S. C. BaUey (1918—October, 1947) was
first employed in the Warehouse at Blackfriars and then was appointed Departmental
Manager of the newly-formed Grocery
Despatch Department, which appointment he
held for many years.
A. J. Battams.—Joined the firm in 1903,
was appointed Manager of the Depot Stock
Office in 1915, which position he has held
ever since.
F. W. Brazier (1909 to date).—A Branch
Manager since 1919, his last branch being
Crouch End, which he took over in 1941.
Mrs. B. Browne.—Housekeeper at Caterham during her ten years with the firm.
J. H. Davies (1910 to date).—A Branch
Manager since 1914, for many years at
Stratford and later 17 Forest Gate.
J. Farmer (1913 to date).—Butcher's cutter
at 34 Ilford from 1922 until 1946 and then at
48 Ilford.
A. Franklin.—Employed in various capacities in the Staff Department since his engagement in 1929.
Mrs. E. Joseph (1939—31 October).—
Housekeeper at Morden from 1939 until 1943
and then at 218 Sutton until her retirement.
W. Reeves (1909 to date).—A stock-clerk
since before World War I. Was responsible
for the Egg Stock for over 20 years.
L. P. Smith (1912 to date). Appointed
Branch Manager in 1914 at Wembley. Was
at 189 Kensington from 1928 until 1935, and
then Manager of 114 Ilford until 1945, when
he took up duties as a Relief Manager.
W. Williams (1914 to date).—Manager of
the Stores Dept. for many years, a stock clerk
since 1942.
H. T. Williamson (1911 to date).—Originally
in the Retail Sales Office, and on his return
from service in World War I joined the
Depot Stock Office. Responsible for the
Bacon Stock since 1920.
C. Wilshere (1908 to date). Appointed
Branch Manager in 1913 and was in charge
of 48 Islington from 1924 until 1933. From
1933 he served in various branches, among
them being Hoxton, 12/16 Kingsland and
42/4 Walthamstow.

Obituary
Readers will regret to hear of the deaths of
three old servants of the firm :—
Mr. Harry Byford, who retired during the
early part of the war, passed away, as the
result of an accident, on the 25th July.
Mr. W. R. Butcher, the District Supervisor,
who retired during the war, having completed
42 years' service, died on 17th November.
Miss M. Courtney, previously a Saleswoman
at 122, Croydon, who retired in 1945 after
27 years' service, passed away on the 18th
November.

Section
Sales
Competition
WE are pleased to
be able to publish a
photograph of the
trophy which has
been purchased by
the Directors to be
held for a year by
the Section showing
the highest number of
wins in 12 consecutive competitions.
The Staff of Carrington Street, Nottingham Branch, top shop in the Midland
Section, winners of the first competition, spent an evening in London as guests
of the Directors on Thursday, December 11th. They travelled to town in the
afternoon, dined at the Strand Palace Hotel and afterwards saw the show
" Oklahoma "—they tell us their trip was an unqualified success.
The winners of the second competition were Mr. Moore's Section, Northwood
being the leading branch, and arrangements are now under way for a Theatre
Party from that Branch.

The Cocoa

Competition

WE give below the names and branches of the winners of the Cocoa name
competition. It has been decided for a number of reasons, not the least of
which is the difficulty of publicising new Brand names owing to the difficulty of
obtaining advertising space, that the prize-winning name will not be adopted,
at any rate for the time being. By this time you will know that we have compromised by re-designing the label, which now simply bears the words
" Sainsbury's Cocoa " and we are relying on the goodwill behind the name,
together with the striking new design, to be a sufficient advertisement for the
new blend.
The Prizewinners are as follows :—1st Prize. £5 5s. Od. J. L. Mcintosh,
Warehouseman at 73, Croydon, whose entry was " DINAH."
2nd Prize. £1 Os.Od. P. Moore, District Supervisor, for his suggestion "FIRESIDE."
Consolation prizes of 10s. Od. for the name "STAMFORD" were awarded to :—
L. E. Waters, Manager of 151, Crescent; Miss E. J. Briggs, Saleswoman, 14/15,
Leytonstone ; C. Curtis, Outside Representative ; A. M. Watts, Leading'Salesman
at Redhill; J. Barker, Manager of 48, Islington ; R. Turner, Manager at Southall;
M. J. Sprattley, at present serving in the Forces ; Miss M. Lewis, Clerk at Oxford.
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Let's

Get On With

It!

After W. S. Gilbert

When you've a fit of the blues

When the bacon is short,

After hearing the news

And the two ounces are bought,

You're depressed with a sense of disquiet,

And caterer's hams you're

You're fed-up with queues

Don't think it unfair,

displaying.

M. and V. and cold stews

And get straws in your hair.

And the horribly monotonous diet.

Just get on—and continue the weighing.

When you're puzzled and rattled

When the Camembert's

Baulked, thwarted and baffled

And refuses to lie

By licences, rules and restrictions

On the counter, where your eye tries to
fix 'em,

And forms are a nuisance
Beyond human

high

Just think of the Brie,

endurance

Carre de L'Est and—ah me,

But they're not the least of afflictions.

What would happen if you dared try to
mix 'em.

When your mind's in a maze
With " T," " S's " and " K's,"

When the mincemeat's

And your potato card's all marked and
mucky,

And the pain in your joints

Don't stand there and moan, and think
you're alone,

Don't give way to sorrow,

There'll be turkey for Xmas—'f
lucky.

'Cosprosperity's

TfBUTCHER

you're

on Points

Makes you weary and even forlorner.
There'll be less on the morrow
" Just round the corner.'

|s»

and would you please save me some offal ? "
Reproduced by kind permission of the proprietors of " Punch."
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'And the beauty of this special line. Madam, is that even the wrapping is ready-to-serve.
When placed in a saucepan it dissolves into a delicious gravy"

2SQ

The

S.S.A.

lUimlimiit
Exhibition
To be held at H.Q. during March, 1948
Classes include:
WOODWORK, BASKETWORK
METALWORK, TOYMAKING
NEEDLE-WORK, KNITTING,
ETC.

Qiiizzle Corner

3

We should be very pleased to consider for publication, puzzles, quizzes, etc..
submitted by readers. A fee of 2/6 will be paid for any puzzle published.
1. Let not you and me damn
The "made up" wares of Edam—
Even though our hopes are built on
Brie, Gorgonzola, Stilton.
Where are the four places mentioned ?

2. What was the original feast held on
December 25th called ?

3. What tradesman is known as " An
Admiral of the Blue"?
30

4. Fill in the rest of the figures in this
long division sum :—
xxx)5xxxxx5xx(xxxxxxx
xxx
xxxx
xxx
5xx
xxx
x5xx
xxxx

Q u i z z l e Corner —
Continued
5. Taking advantage of their leap-year
prerogative, a certain number of women,
all but one-eights of whom were
spinsters, made proposals of marriage,
and in due course a certain number of
men, of whom one-eleventh were
widowers, were led to the altar.
All the offers made by widows were
accepted, but, as for the rest, one-fifth
of the widowers declined the honour
and 1,221 spinsters were scorned by the
bachelors.
The proportion of widows who made
offers to bachelors was thirty-five
forty-fourths, and the number of
bachelors who married spinsters was
seven times the number of widows who
married bachelors.
How many women made proposals
of marriage ?

Solution to Prize
Ho. 3
Crossword

No all-correct solution was received
accordingly the prize of one guinea was
awarded to G. W. King, of the Engineers' Depot, whose entry had the
least number of errors.

Answers to Quizzle Corner
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Seasonable Flashback—Page 2.
The shop 21, The Parade, Watford—
and the date, circa 1910.
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A prize of One Guinea
will be awarded to the
sender of the first correct
solution opened after 1st
February, 1948. Entries
should be submitted on
PLAIN PAPER — just
list the 30 words, it will
save damaging the book
—to the Editor, J.S.
Journal, etc., and the
envelope marked "Crossword."
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Across

Down

4.

Gawdy.

1. Without beginning or end.

7.

Complete.

2.

One five hundred and twenty-five
thousand, six hundredth part of a year.

3.

Cold sensation.

8. As opposed to export.
9.

Real.

10. Nonsensical verse.

4. To someone lost in a dark cave this
would be a lode-stone.

13.

5. Common talk.

Separate.

15. Tidy.

6. The hour has . . .

16. You need to be this not to miss things.

11.

19. Favourite spot for anglers.

12. Masticates and swallows.

20. A gambler may, figuratively speaking,
lose it in a last bid.

14. Soften b> soaking.

23.

Furnish with notes.

25.

Harm.

26.

Distinct race or people having common
descent.

27. Thin worsted yarn.
28.

17.

Without inherent power of action.

Deeply read.

18. Settle.
19. Adopted course of action.
21.

Impede.

22.

Torn.

24. Order proclaimed by authority.

Acted.
KJ.I,., Hopton St., S.E.1

Remember

Amateur

Arthur?

There will be two more Flower a n d
Vegetable Shows in 1948—the first i s
on July lOth

•••••••••••

The London Docks visited .

A selection of photographs taken of visits
during: the recent Induction Course

